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Premier’s  
Message

It is little wonder that iconic travel publisher Lonely 
Planet, always alert to the world’s best trends, 
experiences and journeys, singled out Newcastle as 
“a unique blend of imagination, sophistication and 
laid-back surf culture” and named it as a Top 10 City 
in its Best of Travel 2011 guide.

The NSW Government, through its lead tourism and 
events agency Destination NSW, is committed to 
securing and developing events in Newcastle and 
the surrounding Hunter Region. The result has been 
the establishment of an annual calendar of events 
that is uniquely linked to the pursuits and values of 
the community. 

International surfing competitions, some of the 
state’s most hard-fought sporting tournaments, 
and the nation’s hottest new country music festival 
are all attracting large and enthusiastic audiences, 
including visitors from other parts of Australia 
and overseas.

As Premier of NSW, it gives me great pride 
to endorse this submission from the great 
city of Newcastle. It documents a remarkable 
events environment and tells an inspiring story 
of how events can bring multiple benefits to 
regional communities.

 
Yours Sincerely

The Hon. Barry O’Farrell MP 
NSW Premier

On behalf of the Government of New 
South Wales (NSW) I am delighted to 
support the City of Newcastle’s entry in 
the 2012 IFEA World Festival and Event 
City Award program.

Newcastle’s submission reflects the vision, passion 
and commitment that has driven the development 
of an outstanding events program that enriches the 
local community and attracts millions of visitors to 
the city and the surrounding Hunter Region.

Newcastle is one of Australia’s oldest cities, steeped 
in colonial and industrial history with a magnificent 
working harbour, spectacular surfing and swimming 
beaches, and a vibrant cultural scene.

It is also a city that has reinvented itself from an 
industrial identity founded on mining and steel 
manufacture to a sophisticated cultural centre 
enlivened by its youthful population and passion for 
music, art, food and wine, and sporting competition.
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Section 1
Community Overview

Image: Queens Wharf Boardwalk on the vibrant Newcastle Foreshore
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Newcastle is located just two hours by road or rail 
or 30 minutes by plane or seaplane from Sydney. 
Once there, it’s less than an hour’s drive west 
to the Hunter Valley wineries, south to sailboat-
filled Lake Macquarie or north to whale-watching 
and shark feeding at Port Stephens and to sand 
boarding at Stockton Beach. (The southern end 
of the 32km-long beach is a five-minute ferry ride 
across Newcastle’s harbour).

The area around Newcastle is the traditional land 
of the Awabakal and Worimi Aboriginal peoples 
who have lived here for many thousands of years. 
The European history of Newcastle dates back to 
the colonial period when, in 1797, British explorers 
encountered a place with abundant natural 
resources, including coal, lime and cedar, and a 
natural harbour at the mouth of the Hunter River.

The city today has a distinct industrial character 
derived from a rich and active history as an 
industrial centre for the growing colonies of early 
Australia. The discovery of coal in the late 18th 
century, and the subsequent mining, transport 
systems and related industries that developed 
from this, determined the fabric, layout and 
culture of this region. 

Newcastle is a city of industry, that 
encompasses imagination and ingenuity 
harnessed with wide-ranging event 
management skills and a can-do attitude. 
This is a city that can, and does, ensure 
that any event it hosts provides both 
organisers and participants with the 
facilities and experiences that make for 
world class events.

Newcastle is a place worthy of exploration with its 
attractive blend of new and old architecture, a rich 
Aboriginal heritage and a bustling working harbour. 
The Newcastle metropolitan area is the second 
most populated area in the Australian state of New 
South Wales (NSW). Situated 162 kilometres (101 
miles) north of Sydney, at the mouth of the Hunter 
River, it is the major city servicing the surrounding 
Hunter Region. The port of Newcastle is currently 
the world’s largest coal export harbour, with coal 
exports reaching 11.8 million tonnes in April 2012.

Throughout the 19th century, coal-mining activity 
spread out from the first convict mines under 
Signal Hill in 1804 (now called Fort Scratchley) to 
encompass, by the end of that century, most of 
what is now suburban Newcastle. The story of this 
industrial development is a fascinating one, giving 
rise to many colourful and resourceful personalities 
who became part of local folklore and whose 
names identify suburbs, streets and buildings 
throughout the city today.

From this industrial base, Newcastle is evolving 
into a sophisticated city of opportunity, offering 
diverse experiences and a vast range of modern 
urban facilities. Australia’s second-oldest city has 
great assets: surf beaches and a sun-drenched 
subtropical climate plus dining opportunities 
reflecting the city’s European and Asian migrant 
population, a vibrant nightlife and a multi-faceted 
arts scene.

Situated between the pristine waterways and 
national parks of Port Stephens and culinary 
delights and beauty of the Hunter Valley, Newcastle 
is ideally located to provide a wide range of 
activities and attractions for locals and visitors. 
Newcastle is a city with a difference.
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1.A–C CURRENT CITY 
POPULATION – CURRENT SMSA 
POPULATION – POPULATION 
WITHIN A 50 MILE RADIUS 
The Newcastle standard metropolitan statistical 
area (SMSA) covers 224 square kilometres and is 
divided into nine Statistical Local Areas.

As of June 2012, Newcastle’s SMSA had a 
population of 155,737 people, an increase of  
5.7 per cent from 2006.1

Newcastle is the main city servicing the adjoining 
Hunter Valley Region, an area that has a population 
of 243,246.

Key Details and  
Event Overview

Estimated 
resident 
population*

Sq. km

Newcastle SMSA 155,737 224

Newcastle Local 
Government Area

148,535 186

Hunter Valley 
exclusive of Newcastle

243,246 21,492

New South Wales 6,917,658 800,808

1 Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics - 2011 Census Community Profiles
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1.D PRIMARY FESTIVAL AND 
EVENT VENUES AVAILABLE
As NSW’s second largest and second oldest city, 
Newcastle boasts contemporary venues along with 
iconic and historically significant function spaces, 
providing a diverse choice for staging events. 

The city can provide for sport, business, arts, 
entertainment, cultural and lifestyle festivals and 
events in a variety of world-class stadia, theatres, 
performance spaces and outdoor venues, with 
seating from the intimate to as many 6,500. With 
more than 18 function venues located within the 
city centre, 10 with onsite accommodation, the 
hardest decision is often which venue to choose.

Located in the heart of the city, Civic Precinct 
Newcastle comprises Newcastle’s finest historic 
venues. It incorporates Newcastle City Hall, Civic 
Theatre and the Playhouse, which are all linked 
by the 1200 sq. m Wheeler Place Plaza. The 
1,500-seat Civic Theatre offers state-of-the-art 
lighting, sound, audio-visual equipment and expert 
technical support staff plus award-winning catering 
services. The Civic Precinct in Newcastle offers 
enormous flexibility for conferences, events, gala 
dinners and live performances.

The Newcastle Entertainment Centre, located on 
Newcastle’s Showground, can host conferences, 
exhibitions and gala banquets. It has a seating 
capacity of 6,000 and has been the concert venue 
for international artists such as Billy Connolly 
and Rhianna.

Hunter Stadium is the centrepiece of the Hunter 
Venues sports precinct. The rectangular multi-
purpose outdoor stadium is the home ground 
to the Hunter Region’s two flagship sporting 
franchises, the Newcastle Knights (National 
Rugby League) and the Newcastle Jets (A-League 
Football). With quality food and beverage outlets, 
corporate facilities, recently upgraded entertaining 
areas and the capacity to hold up to 33,000 
spectators, Hunter Stadium is now a venue 
of international standard. As well, Newcastle 
continues to improve Hunter Stadium with plans 
that would see the grassed hills at either end 
replaced by seating and additional facilities.

Newcastle offers a great outdoor lifestyle and has 
numerous natural venues right on its doorstep. 
There are open community spaces and recreation 
areas, including its six main beaches, which host 
international events such as Surfest, an annual 
fixture on the international pro–surfing calendar.

One of the major advantages for hosting events 
Newcastle has developed over recent years is 
its capacity to mobilise and integrate a number 
of relevant state and city government agencies 
and departments to efficiently look after road 
closures, traffic and crowd management, policing, 
security, public safety and cleaning. Newcastle’s 
primary venues have the appropriate infrastructure 
to accommodate a wide range of events, 
whatever the size.

“Newcastle’s iconic venues 
are an integral part of its 
major festivals and events”
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1.E WATER AND POWER 
ACCESSIBILITY IN OUTDOOR 
VENUES
All Newcastle’s wide range of outdoor venues, 
facilities and parks have access to suitable supplies 
of water and power. Newcastle City Council has a 
comprehensive Urban Water Plan, and specialised 
event suppliers are able to provide generators and 
access to power in remote locations.

1.F HOSPITAL AND EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE AVAILABILITY
Australia’s healthcare system offers an exceptional 
standard of public and private sector health 
services and providers. There are a several 
hospitals in Newcastle and the surrounding Hunter 
area. The main hospital is the John Hunter, located 
near the centre of Newcastle and close to link 
roads that quickly reach neighbouring regions. 
The hospital provides primary and tertiary trauma 
services for an extended area of the Hunter, 

Mid North Coast and New England Area Health 
Services. It has 550 adult beds, 101 paediatric 
beds, nine operating theatres and offers a range of 
trauma-related specialty surgical services.

Maitland Hospital is within 30 minutes of Newcastle 
and the Hunter’s major event precincts, including 
the Hunter Valley. It services the Maitland and Upper 
Hunter area with excellent hospital facilities.

The Ambulance Service of NSW is an integral and 
dynamic part of the NSW health system and one of 
the largest ambulance services in the world. It has 
proven performance in supporting local and major 
international events.

The NSW Police Force is Australia’s largest police 
organisation. Operating on land, air and sea, it 
has a total strength of 15,633 officers, with three 
police stations in the Newcastle region. The force 
regularly provides support for events and festivals 
with a Police Operations Centre activated during 
major events.

Together with the Roads & Maritime Services, 
which oversees road closures and traffic diversions 
often necessitated by special events, these 
services are a key part of the city’s events risk plan.

1.G TOTAL NUMBER OF HOTEL 
ROOMS AVAILABLE
With continued and robust economic growth, 
Newcastle is blessed with a wide selection of 
accommodation, ranging from contemporary 
coastal to historical and unique. There are more 
than 2,000 rooms within an easy 30-minute reach 
of the CBD – almost 1,000 of these are within a 
5-minute walk of the CBD.
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1.H PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPTIONS
Not only does Newcastle host world-class events 
and attractions, it also has conveniently located 
public transport that is easy to access wherever 
you’re travelling from, and for however you may 
choose to travel.    

Coach/Bus: Newcastle is serviced by a range 
of coach companies that operate throughout 
Australia with regular connections to and from 
various locations.

The NSW State Transit Authority operates a regular 
24-hour public bus service throughout Newcastle 
and suburbs, offering a free-fare zone within the 
Newcastle inner city from 7am to 6pm seven days 
a week. A number of these free-fare routes link 
many of the accommodation options within the 
CBD with larger conference venues.

Rail: Newcastle is part of the CityRail network 
(run by the NSW State Government) with multiple 
stations positioned around the Newcastle city 
centre. Frequent daily return services are available 
heading south on the Newcastle/Central Coast line 
to Sydney and surrounding suburbs, and heading 
north-west on the Hunter network with access to 
the Lower and Upper Hunter regions.

CountryLink trains connect Newcastle to Sydney, 
Brisbane and many country centres. The trains 
are designed for comfortable long distance 
travelling, and regularly depart from Newcastle’s 
Broadmeadow Train Station.

Air: Newcastle Airport, named Major Airport of 
the Year by the Australian Airports Association, is 
only a 25-minute leisurely drive from Newcastle’s 
CBD. It provides regular services to Australia’s 
major cities including Melbourne, Sydney and 
Brisbane. Jetstar, Virgin Australia and QantasLink 
as well as regional airlines Aeropelican, Brindabella 
Airlines and Regional Express all operate through 
Newcastle Airport.

Transport to and from the airport is easy to 
organise. The information services team is 
available from 7am to 7pm to assist with door-
to-door airport transfers. Alternatively, the airport 
is serviced by all major car rental companies; 
Newcastle taxis; and a public bus service that 
goes directly to Newcastle Train Station. Newcastle 
Airport also offers free Wi-Fi along with private 
meeting rooms located in the terminal. Newcastle 
Airport was the 2011 winner of Australian Tourism 
Award for ‘Specialised Tourism Services’.
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1.I PARKING AVAILABILITY
Newcastle Parking Services operates three large 
car parks in the city centre offering more 1,400 
spaces. There are also a number of commercial car 
park operators offering facilities across the entire 
metropolitan area, many conveniently located to 
major event venues.

1.J WALKING PATHS,  
BICYCLE LANES
Newcastle offers a range of walks from historic 
walking tours to adventurous bush walks. There 
is a growing commitment to cycling in Newcastle, 
and the city has an action plan to further increase 
cycleways throughout the area. Maps of walks 
and cycleways are available for download from 
the city’s website: www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/
recreation/walks_and_cycling/ making it easy for 
visitors to find just the activity they wish.

1.K ESTIMATED ANNUAL CITY 
VISITORS – ATTRIBUTED TO 
FESTIVALS AND EVENTS
TOTAL Visitors2 (domestic overnight and daytrip 
and international)

Newcastle received nearly 3.3 million visitors in the 
year ended March 2012

•  Approximately 6.7 per cent of these visitors 
arrived specifically for the purpose of attending 
an event.

•  In the year ending March 2011, as a whole, the 
Hunter Region received nearly 8.1 million visitors 
of which approximately 7.7 per cent were 
visiting for the purpose of attending an event. 

Domestic Overnight Visitors2

Newcastle received nearly 1 million domestic 
overnight visitors in the year ending March 2012,

•  Approximately 6.6 per cent were visiting 
specifically for the purpose of attending an event.

•  In the year ending March 2012, there were over 
2.2 million domestic overnight visitors to the 
Hunter region, an increase of 8.1 per cent on 
the prior year.

•  Of all domestic overnight visitors to the Hunter 
region, around 7.6 per cent come for the 
purpose of attending an event.

•  Visitation to the Hunter region is showing an 
upward trend over the past four years.

2 Source: National Visitor Survey by TRA, YE March 2007-2012 
Note: events proportions were calculated on latest 5 years of data.
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Domestic Day Visitors2

Newcastle CBD received over 2.2 million day-trip 
visitors in the year ended March 2012

•  Approximately 7 per cent were visiting for the 
purpose of attending an event.

•  In YE March 2012, the Hunter received almost 
5.7 million domestic daytrip visitors, up by 9.6 
per cent on the year ended March 2011.

•  The number of daytrip visitors to the Hunter 
region has been growing over the past 7 years.

•  Of all domestic daytrip visitors to the Hunter 
region, approximately 7.9 per cent come for the 
purpose of attending an event.

•  In all instances, Events are defined as either 
leisure or business events, but not family events 
such as weddings etc.

International Visitors3

•  Newcastle CBD received 68,200 international 
visitors in the year to March 2012.

•  In YE March 2012, the Hunter received 112,800 
international visitors.

•  In the year ended March 2012 approximately 
3.3 per cent of international visitors came to 
Australia for the purpose of attending an event.

2 Source: National Visitor Survey by TRA, YE March 2007-2012 
Note: events proportions were calculated on latest 5 years of data.

3 Source: International Visitor Survey by TRA, YE March 2007-2012.

Newcastle received nearly 3.3 million visitors in the year 
ended March 2012.
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Section 2
Community Festivals and Events

Image: Cultural event at Newcastle Mall
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The NSW Government, Destination NSW, 
Newcastle City Council, event partners, 
local industry and community groups all 
play a major role in the development and 
success of events staged in Newcastle 
and the Hunter Region. 

Newcastle is an emerging cultural and business 
hub, which is reflected through the variety of 
events currently held in the region. Whether it’s 
a large sporting match, arts or cultural festivals, 
conventions and exhibitions or craft and farmers’ 
markets, Newcastle is doing it and doing it well, 
offering exciting new experiences for visitors and 
locals alike.

Four standout events on the Newcastle calendar 
demonstrate Newcastle can host large-scale events 
with a flair that ensures they become regular events:

•  Fat as Butter music festival –  
www.fatasbutter.com.au

• Surfest – www.surfest.com

•  International Rugby Union Tests –  
www.rugby.com.au

•  CMC Rocks the Hunter –  
www.cmcrocks.com.au

Fat As Butter

The Fat As Butter music festival combines talent 
from both the local and international music 
industries. It brings these talented musicians 
together right in the heart of Newcastle at 
Camp Shortland. This beachfront location has 
three massive stages showcasing a variety of 
music genres.

As well, the festival offers a variety of attractions 
that further enhance this outdoor extravaganza. 
Festivalgoers can indulge in an international food 
bazaar, arts and crafts market stalls, art-house 
film and performance, roving entertainment and 
art installations.

Fat As Butter has proved incredibly successful, 
with the festival completely selling out for three 
years in a row. And with each success, the 
festival increased in scope and in the talent it is 
able to present. In 2011 Fat As Butter brought 
an impressive line-up to Newcastle that included 
international music sensations from the US and  
UK who performed with well-known Australian  
and Newcastle-based musicians.

The 2012 festival is set to be the biggest yet with 
another outstanding line-up of musical talent. 
Organisers are ensuring the festival will be a 
memorable experience, working with Australia’s 
best lighting, audio-visual and sound experts to 
ensure each performance packs a punch.

The Executive Summary of the City of Newcastle’s 
plans for the 2012 event – available at  
www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au – provide an insight 
into Newcastle’s in-depth approach to creating a 
memorable event in a safe,  
well-functioning environment.
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Event Fat As Butter 4

Top Executive Contact information Justin Nyker 
Executive Producer

Number of years event has been 
produced

4 years
Fat As Butter 2012 will be  
its 5th year

Date September

Recurrence Cycle Annual

Estimated Gross Operating Revenue Commercial in Confidence

Estimated Gross Operating Expenses Commercial in Confidence

Estimated Total Sponsorship Support Commercial in Confidence

Estimated Volunteer Count and 
estimated hours worked

•  Events & Marketing 
10 volunteers x approximately 
10 hours each 
= 100 hours

•  Event & ticketing 
50 students x approximately  
7 hours each  
= 350 hours

•  Event artwork, film crew, video 
visuals and promotional video 
30 students x approximately 
10 hours each 
= 300 hours

•  TOTAL 750 hours  
(conservative estimate)

4 Information based on the results of Fat as Butter 2011

Event Fat As Butter 4

Estimated combined aggregate 
attendance

2011 Event: 18,000 Tickets sold

Primary targeted marketing effort Local 
Regional
Statewide

Estimated percentage of annual 
attendees from geographical areas

60% Local demographic
10% Sydney, metro region
20% Hunter region
3% QLD
7% Port Mac, Coffs Harbour area

Management staff professional 
certificates and/or degrees in festival/
event management

Mothership Music, the events 
company that manages Fat As 
Butter, has been in the industry for 
20 years. The team members come 
from all segments of the event 
management and other closely 
related industries, bringing with 
them a pool of knowledge and 
professional experience

Professional industry involvement/
memberships

Newcastle TAFE – concept design 
and artwork
Red Frogs (youth liaison charity 
foundation)
Local business and produce
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Surfest 

In 1985 the Newcastle City Council created Surfest 
to help transform the city’s image. The City Council 
wanted to show that rather than just being an 
industrial powerhouse, Newcastle was also a 
city with pristine beaches that provided a relaxed 
playground for locals and tourists alike.

Surfest, held at Merewether Beach which is only 
minutes from central Newcastle, runs for 12 days 
each March featuring an internationally recognised 
surfing competition, as well as a plethora of related 
activities for everyone, young and old, surfers and 
non-surfers.

Surfest is one of Newcastle’s major international 
sporting events. In its 27th year, Surfest attained 
six-star ASP World Tour Status, which provided 
further incentive for some of the world’s leading 
surfing elite to participate. Surfest is a headline 
event of the It’s ON! In NSW, Newcastle and Hunter 
campaign, along with other spectacular events, 
including the CMC Rocks the Hunter music event.

Surfest is a great example of a festival that brings 
many stakeholders together: The Newcastle 
community including residents and business; major 
corporations who sponsor the event; government 
agencies at both local and state government level 
and international visitors and media.

Surfest is one of Newcastle’s major international sporting events. In its 27th year, 
Surfest attained six-star ASP World Tour Status, which provided further incentive for 
some of the world’s surfing elite to participate.
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Event Surfest 5

Top Executive Contact information Warren Smith 
Executive Producer

Number of years event has been 
produced

27

Date March 
In 2012 the specific dates were 
March 7th–18th

Recurrence Cycle Annual

Estimated Gross Operating Revenue $530,000

Estimated Volunteer Count and 
estimated hours worked

There were both adults and 
student volunteers involved with 
Surfest 2012.
The adult volunteers worked about 
1,584 hours on the event, with 12 
volunteers at a time working 11-
hour days over 12 days.
There were 128 student volunteers 
in 2012. They worked a total of 
3,306 hours on the event.

Primary targeted marketing effort Local
Regional
National
International

Event Surfest 5

Estimated percentage of annual 
attendees from geographical areas

Spectators
Local: 83%
Sydney: 7%
Regional NSW: 7%
Interstate: 1%
International: 2%

Competitors
International 37%
Interstate: 29%
Regional NSW: 18%
Sydney: 15%
Hunter Region: 1%

Awards and recognition received NSW Tourism Award – Major 
Events – Finalist
Hunter Tourism Award – Major 
Events – Winner – 3 years – Hall 
of Fame

Management staff professional 
certificates and or degrees in festival/
event management

Bachelor of Business in Event 
Tourism Management
Bachelor of Business in Convention 
and Event Tourism Management
2 x Certificate iv in Event 
Management

Professional industry involvement/
memberships

Newcastle Tourism Industry Group 
(NTIG)

5 Information based on the results of Surfest 2011
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2012 Castrol EDGE Rugby International –  
Qantas Wallabies v Scotland

In 2012, the Australian Wallabies v Scotland test 
match in Newcastle kicked off a new international 
Rugby Union season for the Australian Rugby 
Union. The 2012 Castrol EDGE Rugby International 
– Qantas Wallabies v Scotland match was a major 
coup, not only for the city, but also for more than 
28,000 excited ticket holders.

Held at Newcastle’s Hunter Stadium, the match 
was Newcastle’s opportunity to show the rest of 

Australia that it is a major player in securing and 
successfully staging large-scale sporting events. 
The inclusion of an International Rugby Test into the 
events calendar creates a strong trifecta of sporting 
events, which includes National Football, National 
Rugby League and International Rugby Union.

Due to the success of the Australia vs Scotland 
match, the Australian Rugby Union is considering 
staging a major Rugby Test in Newcastle every 
year. In 2013, Newcastle will host a game in the 
British and Irish Lions Australian Tour.

In 2012, the Australian Wallabies v Scotland test match in 
Newcastle kicked off a new international Rugby Union season 
for the Australian Rugby Union.
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Event
Castrol EDGE Rugby International – 
Qantas Wallabies v Scotland 6

Top Executive Contact information Matthew Carroll AM 
Deputy Chief Executive of 
Australian Rugby Union Ltd

Number of years event has been 
produced

Inaugural year

Date 5th June 2012

Recurrence Cycle Annual

Estimated Gross Operating Revenue Commercial in confidence

Estimated Gross Operating Expenses Commercial in confidence

Estimated Total Sponsorship Support Commercial in confidence

Estimated Volunteer Count and 
estimated hours worked

50 volunteers working a total of 
500 hours

Estimated combined aggregate 
attendance

28,000

Primary targeted marketing effort Local
Regional
National
International

Primary targeted marketing effort Local and Regional NSW – Major 
promotion to Hunter, secondary 
direct marketing to rugby 
stakeholders in bordering regions 
such as the North Coast and 
Central North

Estimated percentage of annual 
attendees from geographical areas

Local and regional NSW: 70%
Interstate and International: 30%

6 Information based on the results of 2012 Castrol EDGE Rugby International – Qantas Wallabies v Scotland
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CMC Rocks the Hunter

Having presented such superstar acts as Alan 
Jackson, Faith Hill and Tim McGraw, CMC Rocks 
the Hunter is Australia’s biggest international 
country and roots festival. The festival, which has 
been in existence for five years, moved to Hope 
Estate in the Hunter Valley in 2011. CMC Rocks the 
Hunter was established as an annual event to bring 
together international and local country and roots 
musicians in a beautiful and distinctly Australian 
location. Since its inception in 2008, the event has 
shown annual growth, attracting attendees from 
across the country.

Newcastle provides the accommodation and 
transport hub as well as technical and media 
support for the event. 

Hope Estate in the Hunter Valley is set on 169 
hectares of vineyards and offers breathtaking 
views. It is a fully functioning winery and features 
a purpose-built amphitheatre that has the ability to 
stage large events year-round. Hope Estate offers 
visitors the chance to experience the local culture 
while also attending a large-scale event.

CMC Rocks the Hunter is broadcast Australia-
wide on television through the Country Music 
Channel and to an international audience through 
the Great American Country Network. CMC 
Rocks the Hunter showcases the local region, 
making it a must-see destination for national and 
international visitors.

Having presented such superstar acts as Alan Jackson, Faith Hill and Tim McGraw, 
CMC Rocks the Hunter is Australia’s biggest international country and roots festival. 
It was established as an annual event to bring together international and local 
country and roots musicians in a beautiful and distinctly Australian location.

The event is promoted by Rob Potts Entertainment 
Edge & Chugg Entertainment, along with presenting 
partner XYZNetworks’ Country Music Channel 
(CMC), Destination NSW, and the local council.
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Event CMC Rocks the Hunter

Top Executive Contact information Rob Potts 
CEO, Rob Potts 
Entertainment Edge
Matthew Lazarus-Hall 
CEO, Chugg Entertainment

Number of years event has been 
produced

5 years (2 years in the Hunter Valley 
and 3 years in the Snowy Mountains)

Date Mid March

Recurrence Cycle Annual

Estimated Gross Operating Revenue Commercial in Confidence

Estimated Gross Operating Expenses Commercial in Confidence

Estimated Total Sponsorship Support Commercial in Confidence

Estimated Volunteer Count and 
estimated hours worked

Not available

Estimated combined aggregate 
attendance

12,500 (2012)

Primary targeted marketing effort Local 
Regional
Interstate
National

Estimated percentage of annual 
attendees from geographical areas

Local: 20% 
Regional: 80%
Statewide: 27.87%
National: 0.22%

Professional industry involvement/
memberships

CMC Rocks the Hunter is 
produced and delivered by leading 
promoters and numerous event 
professionals with international 
experience who are widely 
respected in the events industry

7 Information based on estimates and results of CMC Rocks the Hunter 2012



NEWCASTLE & THE HUNTER 
Newcastle and the Hunter Valley will host a spectacular array of events this March including country music superstars live on stage at CMC Rocks the Hunter festival, surfing
greats competing at Surfest 2012, high-adrenalin sports and exciting family entertainment. Below is just a sample of the exciting events during the month of March. If it’s on,
it’s on nswevents.com/newcastle 

CMC Rocks the Hunter
Catch Tim McGraw and Faith Hill as they
headline one of Australia’s biggest country
music festivals. 
Hope Estate Winery, Hunter Valley
16-18 March

NRL - Newcastle Knights 
Help celebrate Newcastle’s 25th year in the
NRL with new coach Wayne Bennett. 
Ausgrid Stadium 
v St George Illawarra Dragons – 1 March 
v Brisbane Broncos – 16 March 

A-League – Newcastle Jets
It’s Newcastle v QLD across two big
weekends of football.  
Ausgrid Stadium
v Gold Coast United – 9 March 
v Brisbane Roar – 17 March  

NAB Newcastle Regional Show 
The region showcases local produce and
skills at one of Australia’s largest
regional shows.  
Newcastle Regional Showground,
Entertainment Centre 
and Exhibition Centre
16-18 March 
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Sparke Helmore/NBN Television
Triathlon Festival
Join over 4000 competitors across 5 events. 
Newcastle Harbour Foreshore 
16-18 March 

Duran Duran in Concert
The long awaited return of this iconic band
hits the Hunter. 
Tempus Two Winery, Hunter Valley 
31 March 

Surfest 2012
The stunning beaches of Newcastle host
surfing’s elite in Australia’s premiere pro-
surfing festival. Includes the following events:
Merewether Beach, Newcastle
7-18 March  

Burton Toyota Pro
The world’s best surfers compete for the
prestigious Mark Richards trophy.
12-18 March

Hunter Ports Women’s Classic
Steph Gilmore and Sally Fitzgibbons lead
the Aussie charge against an all-star cast.
12-17 March

Chiko Pro Junior
The next generation of pro surfers strut
their stuff. 
8-11 March
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5

Plan your next visit, nswevents.com/newcastle

Please note that events are subject to change or cancellation (check relevant website for further details prior to the event). Destination NSW acknowledges and appreciates all photographic images supplied by each event owner for use in this advertisement. Surfest, photo Andy Larkman.
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Newcastle also has a thriving sporting community 
that has locals and visitors from around the 
region flocking to attend major sporting events. 
The biggest drawcards are the Newcastle Jets 
Football team and the Newcastle Knights Rugby 
League team – but, whatever the game, Newcastle 
demonstrates its strength in staging sporting 
tournaments.

A small sample of the city’s sporting 
calendar includes:

•  Australia v New Zealand Rugby League Test

•  Australian National Beach Volleyball

•  Australian Oceania Duathlon

•  Australian Surf Rowers League Championships

•  Cross Fit Games

•  International Ice Hockey div 2 World 
Championships

•  Junior Special Olympic Games

•  LA Galaxy v Newcastle Jets

•  NSW State Netball Championships

•  Nutri-Grain Ironman Series

•  Offshore Superboat Championships  
Fuelarama

•  Sparke Helmore NBN Television 
Triathlon Festival

•  Trans Tasman Masters Hockey Challenge

•  Uncle Toby’s Ironman Series

•  Women’s World Cricket.

Many of Newcastle’s major events are supported 
by Destination NSW and are included in their It’s 
ON! campaign, which is a principal component in 
Destination NSW’s event marketing. This campaign 
leverages Newcastle’s investment of the events by 
showcasing the Hunter as a major regional events 
and festival destination.
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Within these activities, a principal component of 
Destination NSW’s event marketing is the It’s ON! 
campaign, which promotes the official NSW Events 
Calendar and features more than 90 major events 
in NSW. Many event partners and key stakeholders 
have integrated the It’s ON! logo within their 
marketing programs to drive ticket sales, 
attendance and participation for these events and 
to further develop the awareness of these events.

In regards to events and festivals, Destination 
NSW’s objectives and roles are to:

•  Identify, attract and nurture events that 
provide significant economic, marketing and/or 
community benefits to Sydney and NSW

•  Promote and develop a NSW Events 
Calendar of cultural, sporting, lifestyle, 
entertainment, regional and business events 
that bring year-round benefits

•  Leverage events to maximise the overall 
economic, marketing and community benefits

•  Endorse a strong regional focus to ensure 
economic, marketing and community benefits 
are shared throughout NSW

•  Encourage investment, infrastructure 
development and other activities so Sydney 
and NSW can continue to be a leading host of 
major global events

•  Work co-operatively with the Government and 
the private sector to achieve success.

3.A DEFINED PUBLIC 
OBJECTIVES AND SUPPORT 
STATEMENTS FOR FESTIVALS 
BY THE CITY AND OTHER LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Newcastle City Council supports a vast array of 
community and professional events to not only 
drive economic prosperity but also reinforce the 
city’s standing as an events hub. The Council 
works in partnership with the State Government’s 
major event and tourism agency, Destination NSW.

Destination NSW is the lead government agency 
responsible for growing events and tourism in 
NSW. It provides investment for developing and 
marketing a compelling schedule of major events 
in Newcastle and the surrounding Hunter Region. 
Its marketing activities include promotion of major 
Newcastle-based events through domestic and 
international tourism campaigns and significant 
investment in partnership campaigns run by 
event organisers.
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Newcastle City Council also provides grants of 
up to $5,000 to support community groups and 
organisations in staging multicultural arts and 
festival projects. In order to obtain these grants, 
projects must be able to provide opportunities for 
Australians of different nationalities to unite and 
experience other cultural heritages and traditions.

Through its Community Assistance Program 
(CAP), Newcastle City Council also supports 
and provides financial assistance to a number of 
community events that Council feels contributed 
to the economy and cultural life of the area. Some 
recent recipients include Surfest; The National 
Maritime Festival; The Navy Australian Open Surf 
Boat Championships; and The NAB Newcastle 
Regional Show. 

3.B DIRECT FUNDING SUPPORT 
PROVIDED TO AND/OR BUDGETED 
FOR FESTIVALS AND EVENTS BY 
THE CITY AND OTHER LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
The NSW Government and local government 
authorities provide financial assistance to festivals 
and events in the Newcastle region either 
through direct investment or particular grants and 
sponsorship programs. 

Event organisers can also call on resources from 
Destination NSW and Newcastle City Council to 
help in planning major and community festivals 
and events. Direct investment and non-financial 
assistance are provided through grants and 
sponsorship programs. These are put in place to 
assist events grow tourism to the host community 
and enhance the destination appeal of Newcastle 
and the adjoining Hunter Region.

Funding can cover a range of items including: 
•  Event Fee (paid to international association 

organisers)

•  Travel Expenses

•  AV, Staging, Permits, Traffic Management

•  Marketing and Advertising Support

•  Publicity and PR

•  Staff and Administration

•  Volunteer and Legacy Programs.
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3.D DEFINED ROLE OF THE CITY IN 
FESTIVAL AND EVENT APPROVAL
Destination NSW and the Newcastle City Council 
provide approval for festivals and events in 
Newcastle and the adjoining Hunter Region 
based on three criteria: impacts to the local 
economy, strategic and marketing values, and 
community benefits.

Economic impact is defined as the ability of an 
event to be able to increase the revenue of the 
community as well as future investment to NSW. 

Strategic and marketing values impact involves 
the effectiveness of an event and its ability to 
develop marketing outcomes for Newcastle and 
the Hunter Valley. 

Community benefits impact is the ability of an 
event to create a positive culture within the 
host community.

3.C IN-KIND SERVICES SUPPORT 
PROVIDED TO AND/OR BUDGETED 
FOR FESTIVALS AND EVENTS 
FROM THE CITY OR OTHER 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
The NSW Government and local government 
authorities understand that festivals and events 
provide substantial economic, social and cultural 
benefits and are often able to provide in-kind 
support to particular projects.

2012 Examples include:  
(i)  The Newcastle City Council recently provided the 

hire of the Civic Theatre, production costs, front-
of-house staff and printing costs for the City of 
Newcastle Drama Awards – which are a public 
celebration of the achievements of Newcastle 
theatre. This was provided through CAP.

(ii)  Park ’n Ride for the ARU Test

(iii)  Free shuttle to ARU and NRL Games.

Permits for event staging, security, AV and 
crowd management are managed by the local 
Council and, if the event is large enough, by the 
State Government.

Processes are streamlined due to the number of 
events staged every year and the insurances that 
need to be in place e.g. public liability insurance.
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3.E CITY-PROVIDED FESTIVAL AND 
EVENT PROCESS COORDINATION 
AND ASSISTANCE SYSTEM
Management and coordination services for events 
in Newcastle and the adjoining Hunter Region are 
provided through Protocol and Special Events 
(PSE) in the NSW Department of Premier and 
Cabinet, and also with the assistance of the 
Newcastle Convention Bureau (NCB).

The PSE specifically provides planning and 
coordination services for community programs, 
official visits and special events. This assists in 
event management and facilitates cooperation 
across many government agencies and with 
other levels of government. The PSE has proved 
invaluable in the effective staging of events in 
Newcastle, such as the recent Rugby World Cup.

The NCB also has the ability to provide assistance 
in coordinating events and is generally the first 
local point of contact for event planners when 
organising a conference, meeting or business 
event of any kind. The NCB is a member of the 
Newcastle Tourism Industry Group (NTIG) and 
also has relationships with tourism providers in 
Newcastle and the adjoining Hunter Region. 

3.F PARTICIPATION IN OFFICIAL 
CAPACITY BY CITY DEPARTMENT 
REPRESENTATIVES ON BOARDS 
OF PLANNING COMMITTEES OF 
LOCAL FESTIVALS AND EVENTS
While members of the Newcastle City Council 
are not represented in an official capacity on 
the boards of the planning committees for local 
festivals and events, the Council has an Events 
Planning Committee made up of a Chairman, 
Vice Chairman and other elected Councillors. The 
Committee meets every three weeks to consider 
event proposals and work closely with organisers 
to obtain the best possible outcome. The Council 
employs a Chief Executive of Communications and 
Marketing who is involved in strategic planning and 
provides advice to Council officers.
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3.G LOCAL LAWS, ORDINANCES, 
REGULATIONS, PERMITS AND 
POLICIES IMPACTING AND 
SUPPORTIVE OF FESTIVALS 
AND EVENTS
The City of Newcastle issues event licences for 
all events and activities on public, community, 
operational, Crown land, reserves and parks. The 
licence requires approval from Council and is 
granted under the local government act.

Each event is assessed by the Event Liaison 
Officer, who ensures adequate control in regards 
to risk assessments, sound, waste, electrical, 
temporary structures, road closure, liquor, crowd 
control, etc. 

The Council realises the wide-ranging benefits 
of successful events and festivals and so works 
closely with event organisers to ensure all 
operational matters are well planned and that 
health and safety issues are addressed.

3.H CITY-PROVIDED FESTIVAL AND 
EVENT TRAINING PROGRAMS
Destination NSW provides event-specific training 
workshops and advice for event staff including 
those in Newcastle. Training programs are also 
accessible through colleges and universities 
offering event management courses, such as at 
The University of Newcastle and The Australian 
Centre of Event Management.

3.I DIRECT INDUSTRY 
INVOLVEMENT / MEMBERSHIPS 
BY CITY/CITY DEPARTMENTS
Newcastle has a range of event practitioners and 
suppliers that work with or are members of the 
following associations and groups that support the 
event sector in Newcastle and NSW:

•  Newcastle Tourism Industry Group (NTIG) 
is Newcastle’s peak tourism industry body 
and local tourism association. Members of 
the group represent every facet of tourism 
operation, including accommodation, function 
venues, transport, tours, attractions, events 
and restaurants.

•  The International Special Events Society 
(ISES) is a worldwide organisation dedicated 
to development, advancement and education 
within the field of special events, to better 
connect its diverse global network of 
event professionals.

•  Meeting Events Australia (MEA) is a national, 
independent, not-for-profit organisation 
dedicated to fostering professionalism 
and excellence in all aspects of meetings 
management. It promotes the value and 
effectiveness of meetings as an important high-
yield sector of business travel and tourism.

•  The International Festival & Events 
Association (IFEA) is the premier association 
supporting and enabling festival and event 
professionals worldwide.
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Image: Newcastle Jets competing in Australia’s A-League football competition at Hunter Stadium
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4.A VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT 
Australians are great volunteers and the residents 
of Newcastle are no exception. The Centre for 
Volunteering8 is the peak body in NSW promoting 
volunteering and community participation, and in 
2010 it reported that 6.4 million9 volunteers around 
Australia donated their time, skills and willingness 
freely to provide their services and ensure events 
and festivals ran smoothly. 

The Hunter Volunteering Centre (HVC) in Newcastle 
provides direct support to event organisations 
and encourages and empowers volunteers in their 
contributions to the community. 

The HVC network, along with event organisers, 
provides volunteers with appropriate skills, 
thereby enabling festivals and events to deliver 
a comprehensive range of services. Volunteers 
undertake a wide variety of roles including pre-event 
office assistance, registration and marshalling. 

The community support through volunteerism is 
highly valued eg. more than 128 student volunteers 
helped with the delivery of Surfest 2012.

4.B SPONSORSHIP SUPPORT 
The Newcastle business community provides 
outstanding sponsorship support for major events. 
This support is realised in several ways: as financial 
investment, in-kind services, marketing and media 
expertise, and event brand enhancement. The 
major events of Newcastle would not be able to 
survive without the strong sponsorship support 
provided by major companies like The Hunter 
Sports Group.

The Hunter Sports Group10 is a not-for-profit sports 
management organisation committed to bringing 
major special events to Newcastle. The group is 
particularly focused on developing sporting events 
and is a major event partner of Surfest. 

Newcastle corporate sponsors also deliver strong 
support to the arts and cultural festivals. This has 
been evident during the NAB Newcastle Regional 
Show, which has attracted high-profile long-term 
corporate sponsors like National Australia Bank. 

The success of events and festivals in 
Newcastle is due in no small part to 
the strong support provided by local 
residents, volunteers and  
non-governmental organisations.

Newcastle embraces events and the local 
community consistently go out of their way 
to provide many of the services necessary 
for success. 

Civic pride is strong and there is a strong bank of 
local sponsors, volunteers and professionals to 
assist with all major events.

8 http://www.volunteering.com.au/ http://
9  www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookupby+Subject/4125.0~ 

Jan+2012~Main+Features~Volunteering+rates~4410
10 http://www.huntersportsgroup.com/
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Such is the support of local media that Newcastle 
events frequently gain coverage in the national 
media.

Destination NSW is also active in sponsoring and 
supporting interstate and international media visits 
to cover key events such as Surfest.  

4.D CHAMBER OF COMMERCE/
CONVENTION & VISITORS 
BUREAU SUPPORT
Hunter Business Chamber12 is the independent 
representative organisation for Newcastle and 
the adjoining Hunter Region, which is Australia’s 
largest regional business community. The chamber 
works as an adviser, forum, and source of 
information and provides a comprehensive range 
of services, including marketing activities and 
networking opportunities.

The Newcastle Convention Bureau (NCB) 
provides assistance when organising an event in 
Newcastle. The bureau is committed to ensuring 
the success of festivals and events by supporting 
organisers, aiding with material creation through to 
familiarisation tours.

Destination NSW engages with a number of 
organisations by promoting its It’s ON! campaign 
on their websites. Destination NSW has also 
formed strong partnerships with Newcastle City 
Council and Hunter Water to undertake activities to 
support events such as Surfest.

4.C MEDIA SUPPORT 
Newcastle has a well-developed media scene 
including two daily newspapers, the Newcastle 
Herald and the Newcastle Star, five major free-
to-air television stations – the two national public 
broadcasters SBS (Special Broadcasting Services) 
and ABC (Australian Broadcasting Corporation) 
and three commercial stations: NBN, Southern 
Cross TEN, and Prime. 

NBN11 consistently supports media coverage of 
events and festivals, providing the local community 
with event noticeboards and general information. 
There is also a range of pay TV; community radio 
stations and several online publications including 
Newcastle Post and Newcastle Times. 

Premier events in Newcastle have editorial and 
marketing arrangements with a range of print, 
online and broadcast partners. In addition, events 
make for lively coverage and the local media is 
extremely generous in its support, including live 
broadcasts by television networks and radio 
stations and front page and feature coverage for 
high profile events. 

11 http://www.nbntv.com.au/
12 http://www.nswbusinesschamber.com.au/hunter/home
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4.F ORGANISATIONS TO ASSIST 
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES 
Meetings and Events Australia (MEA)13 has 
developed Accessible Events – a guide for 
organisers in partnership with the Human Rights 
and Equal Opportunity Commission. The guide is 
designed to help those responsible for organising 
events ensure the events are accessible for people 
with all types of disabilities. Under Australian State/
Territory and Federal law, making events accessible 
for people with disabilities is a legal requirement.

The Accessible Events guide identifies features 
that make it impossible or difficult for people 
with disabilities to access an event. It also helps 
ensure organisers understand what options are 
available to them, so they can provide the best 
possible access. As well, it provides information to 
organisers on the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 
(DDA) and State/Territory anti-discrimination laws.

In 2013, Newcastle will host the Special Olympics 
Asia Pacific Games. The bid criteria was very 
prescriptive about disability access standards and 
Newcastle’s bid passed with flying colours.

The Australian Centre of Event Management 
(ACEM) provides leadership to assist with the 
organisation of events to facilitate the involvement 
of people with disabilities and older people in 
conferences, festivals, sporting, and other events.

The Newcastle Disability Employment Advisory 
Group (NDEAG) also aims to enhance existing 
services and develop networks at a local level so 
that the needs of employers and the employment 
aspirations of people with a disability can be 
met. Their members include Newcastle City 
Council; the University of Newcastle; Hunter New 
England Health; Job Services Australia; Disability 
Employment Services; Australian Apprenticeships 
Centres; disability support/advocacy services; 
representatives from training centres; Department 
of Education, Employment and Workplace 
Relations; Centrelink; and people with a disability.

4.E DOWNTOWN ASSOCIATIONS
Local downtown merchants and businesses 
provide Newcastle events and festivals with strong 
support. This support is particularly evident for 
major sporting events, with many businesses 
decorating their businesses in team colours. Most 
recently during the lead up to the Australian Rugby 
Union Test, many businesses sported the Qantas 
Wallabies’ green and gold colours, which added to 
the overall community support for the match held 
at Hunter Stadium. 

13 www.meetingsevents.com.au/
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In addition, Newcastle and the Hunter have several 
local event companies that are specialists in 
staging events in the local region. These include 
Hunter Valley Events specialising in business 
events in the Hunter Valley; Will Organise, which 
stages major association conferences; and 
Big Bang Events, which undertakes complex, 
technically challenging major events.

4.H SPORTS COMMISSIONS
While Sports Commissions in Australia do not 
directly fund festivals and events, their focus on 
high-performance and grassroots participation 
in sport indirectly, but substantially, supports the 
major event platform.

The Australian Sports Commission (ASC) is 
Australia’s primary national sports administration 
and advisory agency. On behalf of the Australian 
Government, the ASC plays a central leadership 
role in the development and operation of the 
Australian sports system, administering and 
funding innovative sport programs and providing 
leadership, coordination and support for the sports 
sector. The ASC is recognised as a world leader in 
the development of high-performance sport and 
sports participation.14 

As well as the ASC, State Government agencies 
such as NSW Sport and Recreation (part of 
Communities NSW) have a vision of a community 
that uses sport and recreation to improve its 
wellbeing. The organisation is committed to 
providing and facilitating sport and recreation 
services for the people of Newcastle and NSW in 
its entirety.

4.G LOCAL EVENT COOPERATIVES
Newcastle has an active and collaborative event 
industry. The core association that facilitates event 
sourcing, planning and managing is the Newcastle 
Convention Bureau (NCB). It is the first point of 
contact for those wishing to plan a major event, 
meeting, function or conference in Newcastle and 
the surrounding region.

NCB provides assistance with anything that is 
events-related, such as sourcing the right venue, 
encouraging delegate participation and pre and 
post touring options. It also provides invaluable 
local knowledge and impartial advice. As part of 
the Tourism & Economic Development Services 
team at the City of Newcastle, NCB combines 
local knowledge and practical experience to 
ensure event planners receive the best advice 
and guidance.

14 http://ausport.gov.au/  
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4.I EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTION SUPPORT 
Newcastle has several options of 
courses and campuses for people 
interested in learning to organise 
and manage events. The students 
gain both theoretical instruction 
and practical training and the 
colleges have provided a very skilled 
workforce, largely due to extensive 

College Qualification

Advanced Careers College Diploma of Event Management
Diploma of Events/Hospitality

Technical and Further Education (TAFE) 
Colleges

Campuses:
• Hunter Valley Hotel Academy (HVHA)
• Hamilton
• Kurri Kurri 
• Ourimbah

Advanced Diploma Events 
Diploma of Events
Tourism & Event Certificate 111
Tourism & Event Certificate 11

on-the-job training. All colleges 
work with the event organisers to 
give students as much exposure 
as possible through practical work 
experience and the relationship 
with the colleges has proven to be 
a highly productive resource for the 
local events industry. A sample of 
local education providers offering 
event courses include the following:

Newcastle has several options of courses and campuses for people 
interested in learning to organise and manage events.
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4.K ACCESS TO INDUSTRY 
SUPPLIERS IN LOCAL MARKET
Newcastle has a dynamic event industry with 
expertise in all areas of event and festival 
management and equipment. For any specialist 
event equipment needed that is not available in 
Newcastle, suppliers can be sourced from the larger 
event sector in Sydney, only two hours’ drive away.

4.L DIRECT INDUSTRY 
INVOLVEMENT/MEMBERSHIPS BY 
ANY OF THE ABOVE
Although it is generally international and national 
companies that provide the major sponsorship 
dollars, local businesses of all sizes in the 
Newcastle area regularly assist events through 
sponsorship, either financially or through the 
provision of services and products. 

For example, the latest Surfest attracted a wide 
range of support from corporate sponsors, which 
included media companies the Newcastle Herald 
and television station NBN; Hunter Ports; and the 
the Hunter Sports Group. Among the supporting 
sponsors are Hunter Water, High Roller (energy 
drinks), Fanny’s (local nightclub), Flint (local 
surfwear manufacturer), Sanbah (local surf school 
and retail shop), Newcastle Airport, Westfield’s 
Kotara (local shopping centre). Local supplying 
sponsors include iimage (web design), Merewether 
Surf House (restaurant). Associate sponsors are 
Hunter TAFE (Technical and Further Education) and 
Callaghan College

44.J SPECIAL INCENTIVES/
DISCOUNTS PROVIDED TO 
FESTIVALS AND EVENTS BY 
LOCAL VENUES

The events and meetings sector in Newcastle 
actively engages with retailers and merchandisers 
when major events are taking place in and around 
the city. Sales promotion opportunities range from 
inclusion in brochures and discount offerings in 
event delegate showbags to guided tours to retail 
outlets and hosting opportunities. In addition, 
Destination NSW promotes Newcastle’s venues, 
attractions and activities on their website15. 

15 http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/hunter
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Image: City Hall, host of business conferences and events for the region
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Newcastle’s live music scene, arts and  
cultural offering are all contributing to the  
city’s transformation. 

As the city has grown and changed so have 
the characteristics and attributes that define it. 
This new brand aims to encapsulate the new 
story of Newcastle, determining the diversity, 
vibrancy, surprise and sophistication the city 
now possesses. 

It is also the home town of international Grammy 
Award winning super group Silverchair.

5.A COMMUNITY BRANDING
In 2011 the City of Newcastle revealed a 
rebranded logo with the tagline “See Newcastle. 
See Change”. The new brand sets out to capture 
the multi-faceted nature of the city using four 
key elements that make Newcastle a unique 
destination: Genuine and Real, Hard Working, 
Always Changing and World Class.

The different colours on the logo symbolise the 
city’s industries and icons, and it creates an 
instantly recognisable identity for Newcastle. The 
various hues suggest the different dimensions, 
activities and influences available in terms of 
commercial, recreational and lifestyle opportunities 
that Newcastle has to offer. Its beautiful 
environment offers a vibrant, energetic and 
interesting place to live and work in.
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They are also extensively promoted through digital 
and social media program and linked to high-
profile tourism websites such as Destination NSW’s 
visitnsw.com – which last year attracted more than 
8.5 million visits.

Destination NSW has also provided extensive 
promotional support to the region’s event calendar 
through its It’s ON! In Newcastle and the Hunter’ 
campaign. The goals of this campaign are to 
increase ticket sales and attendance to key events, 
to raise consumer awareness and visitation and, at 
the same time, to encourage visitation by friends 
and relatives living interstate and overseas.

The campaign reached audiences throughout 
Australia and New Zealand and reinforced the 
message that Newcastle is a true festival city. A 
key promotional message was built around the 
region’s March event program. The campaign 
featured Surfest; CMC Rocks the Hunter; NRL 
Telstra Premiership matches; home Hyundai 
A-League football matches; the NAB Newcastle 
Regional Show; and the Sparke Helmore NBN 
Television Triathlon Festival.

5.B PROMOTING TOURISM 
Tourism promotion is supported by a network of 
local tourism offices located in Newcastle and the 
Hunter Region. These provide visitor information 
services but undertake most promotional 
activities in conjunction with the regional tourism 
organisation, Tourism Hunter. The regional tourism 
body in turn works with Destination NSW and 
Tourism Australia to develop and implement 
marketing and communication programs for 
interstate, national and international markets.

As we have seen, the region has a lot of diverse 
attractions, but increasingly, tourism bodies are 
positioning Newcastle and the Hunter as a hub 
for high profile events outside of Sydney. This mix 
of location, events, community and attractions 
contributed to what publishing icon Lonely 
Planet termed “a unique blend of imagination, 
sophistication and laid-back surf culture” and 
named it as a Top 10 City in its Best of Travel 
2011 guide.

Events and major festivals are regularly featured 
in tourism advertising campaigns and are 
strongly supported through visiting trade and 
media programs. 

NEWCASTLE & THE HUNTER 
Newcastle and the Hunter Valley will host a spectacular array of events this March including country music superstars live on stage at CMC Rocks the Hunter festival, surfing
greats competing at Surfest 2012, high-adrenalin sports and exciting family entertainment. Below is just a sample of the exciting events during the month of March. If it’s on,
it’s on nswevents.com/newcastle 

CMC Rocks the Hunter
Catch Tim McGraw and Faith Hill as they
headline one of Australia’s biggest country
music festivals. 
Hope Estate Winery, Hunter Valley
16-18 March

NRL - Newcastle Knights 
Help celebrate Newcastle’s 25th year in the
NRL with new coach Wayne Bennett. 
Ausgrid Stadium 
v St George Illawarra Dragons – 1 March 
v Brisbane Broncos – 16 March 

A-League – Newcastle Jets
It’s Newcastle v QLD across two big
weekends of football.  
Ausgrid Stadium
v Gold Coast United – 9 March 
v Brisbane Roar – 17 March  

NAB Newcastle Regional Show 
The region showcases local produce and
skills at one of Australia’s largest
regional shows.  
Newcastle Regional Showground,
Entertainment Centre 
and Exhibition Centre
16-18 March 

1

2

3

4

Sparke Helmore/NBN Television
Triathlon Festival
Join over 4000 competitors across 5 events. 
Newcastle Harbour Foreshore 
16-18 March 

Duran Duran in Concert
The long awaited return of this iconic band
hits the Hunter. 
Tempus Two Winery, Hunter Valley 
31 March 

Surfest 2012
The stunning beaches of Newcastle host
surfing’s elite in Australia’s premiere pro-
surfing festival. Includes the following events:
Merewether Beach, Newcastle
7-18 March  

Burton Toyota Pro
The world’s best surfers compete for the
prestigious Mark Richards trophy.
12-18 March

Hunter Ports Women’s Classic
Steph Gilmore and Sally Fitzgibbons lead
the Aussie charge against an all-star cast.
12-17 March

Chiko Pro Junior
The next generation of pro surfers strut
their stuff. 
8-11 March

6

7

5

Plan your next visit, nswevents.com/newcastle

Please note that events are subject to change or cancellation (check relevant website for further details prior to the event). Destination NSW acknowledges and appreciates all photographic images supplied by each event owner for use in this advertisement. Surfest, photo Andy Larkman.
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5.D CORPORATE 
RECRUITING EFFORTS
Candidates for positions within Newcastle are 
provided with information about the city and the 
region through a variety of state and regional 
websites. The websites feature information on work 
and the local job market, leisure, local culture, as 
well as opportunities for business and investment. 
However, it is clear that the dynamic local culture, 
evident through Newcastle’s event calendar, is 
certainly an added inducement in recruiting staff, 
particularly from the larger urban centres.

5.E RELOCATION PACKETS 
AND INFORMATION
The Tourism and Economic Development 
Department is currently updating the official 
website of Newcastle – www.visitnewcastle.com.au 
– to include relevant information for people wishing 
to relocate to Newcastle for work or a change of 
lifestyle. 

5.C CONVENTION MARKETING
Newcastle Convention Bureau has created 
several advertising campaigns and editorials to 
promote and showcase Newcastle as a major 
conference and events destination to domestic and 
international corporate clients. It also produces 
an annual marketing prospectus featuring the 
Newcastle Business Events Calendar. In 2012, 
business events include AIME 2012, Nation In The 
Capital, University Capital, Qantas Corporate Travel 
Show, Associate Forum and Australian Business 
Events Expo (ABEE).

Newcastle’s new ‘branding’ campaign is currently 
being incorporated in all of the Bureau’s collateral, 
including a new-look website along with a new 
Newcastle Meetings and Conference Facilities 
Guide. NCB and industry operators are also 
implementing the new Newcastle brand in all 
cooperative marketing campaigns. The opportunity 
to be part of ABEE 2011 presented the perfect 
opportunity to work in conjunction with Business 
Events Sydney (BES) to get traction with the new 
brand in the business tourism sector. 

This will comprise information about services and 
facilities, suburb profiles, education and medical 
facilities, employment opportunities and resources 
for business and investment.

Furthermore, the City of Newcastle (Council) 
website – www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au – contains 
maps and information, A to Z guide of services and 
visitor information. 

5.F FAMILIARISATION TOURS
The Newcastle Convention Bureau (NCB) hosts 
several familiarisation tours every year. The 
familiarisations showcase the products, services, 
activities and attractions that demonstrate the 
coming of age that Newcastle has experienced as 
a destination in the last few years.16

16 http://www.nvcb.com.au/news/interested-in-
a-familiarisation-of-newcastle
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5.H ENHANCING EXPOSURE TO 
THE ARTS AND OTHER
Newcastle’s principal arts festival, This is Not 
Art, is the city’s largest annual weekend tourism 
event – attracting thousands of visitors. The 
festival contributes more than $1.5 million into 
the Newcastle economy and more than 40 per 
cent of those attending come from interstate or 
overseas. This is Not Art showcases more than 
400 local, national and international artists and 
provides a forum of professional development, in 
which industry professionals, emerging artists and 
students are encouraged to showcase their work, 
network, collaborate and develop new skills.

5.G OUT-OF-MARKET 
MEDIA COVERAGE
In the past year there have been a number of 
media highlights for Newcastle, particularly 
television coverage. Following the city’s Lonely 
Planet award the popular Australian lifestyle 
television program The Circle devoted extensive 
program coverage. The program covered events 
such as the Winter Heat Festival, which is held 
annually. The subscription TV channel Fuel TV aired 
a month’s worth of Newcastle-themed interstitials, 
focusing on events such as Surfest, and featuring a 
live broadcast of the final two days. 

With Newcastle increasingly hosting events of 
international interest, such as the International 
Rugby Union Test and Surfest, the city is benefiting 
from location sports reports and broadcast 
destination promotion packages. 

5.I CREATING HIGHLY VISIBLE 
PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGNS 
FOR CITY FACILITIES 
AND SERVICES
Newcastle has a significant number of highly visible 
communication platforms that event organisers 
and producers can use to leverage promotional 
support. These include online resources such as 
websites and social media platforms, flyers, banner 
poles and messages on transport services such as 
buses and trains.  

The city has a highly visible marketing 
communications campaign for the annual music 
festival Fat As Butter including electronic roadside 
signage around the city as well as messages on 
public transport. 
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and artistic light shows that set Newcastle aglow 
in the midst of winter; and Light Up Watt Street, a 
new project designed to involve the community in 
redesigning Newcastle’s oldest street into a venue 
for safe evening events, dining and entertainment. 

5.K HIGHLIGHTING OR 
DEVELOPING UNDERUSED 
VENUES OR SECTIONS OF THE 
COMMUNITY   
The City of Newcastle works hard to capitalise 
and maximise the underused assets of the city. 
Newcastle has designed an initiative to bring to 
life the vacant and disused venues and buildings 
within the central business district of Newcastle. 
The Renew Newcastle initiative locates artists, 
cultural projects and community groups to utilise 
and maintain deserted buildings until they become 
commercially viable or are redeveloped.

5.J ENCOURAGING COMMUNITY 
BONDING, PARTICIPATION AND 
CELEBRATION
The Newcastle City Council works closely with 
the community to encourage a strong sense of 
community ownership, bonding and participation. 
The Council has done much to create a unique 
sense of place and a dynamic new brand image; in 
March 2012 Newcastle won awards for Best Brand 
Marketing at the Government Communication 
Australia 2012 Awards.

A key initiative for bringing the community together 
is the Newcastle L!vesites program. This was 
created to deliver exciting events and activities 
that draw together people, artists and like-minded 
organisations to the city’s great public spaces. 
Two examples of how this program is utilised are: 
the Winter Heat Festival, a collaboration of flaming 
sculptures, fiery street performances, pyrotechnics 

A recent example of this initiative is the Newcastle 
Basketball Stadium, which is being used to house 
the event organisers for the Special Olympics Asia 
Pacific Games in 2013. In the longer term there 
are plans to improve the underused and outdated 
facilities of this venue to create new and improved 
dormitory-style accommodation facilities for large-
scale events. 

5.L CREATING LEGACIES AND 
IMAGES BEYOND THE EVENT
Events in Newcastle have left both tangible and 
intangible legacies that have benefited both the 
community and the city. The annual sporting event 
Surfest has delivered infrastructure such as the 
Merewether Surfhouse, which was completed in 
2011 and includes a café, kiosk, bar, restaurant 
and function centre that has now become a great 
asset to the local community and an attractive new 
event venue. Surfest has also attracted widespread 
community support with many local storeowners, 
café owners, and residents involved with the event, 
which ultimately builds local pride and unity.
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Section 6
Extra Programs, Services,  

Resources and Activities

Image: Honeysuckle Precinct, providing first rate bars and dining experiences for Newcastle visitors and locals
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•	 	Renew	Newcastle	–	renewnewcastle.org	
is a not for profit company set up to find 
short- and medium-term uses for buildings 
in Newcastle’s CBD that are currently vacant, 
disused or awaiting redevelopment. It aims to 
find artists, cultural projects and community 
groups to utilise and maintain these buildings 
until they become commercially viable or are 
redeveloped. The organisation is not set up 
to manage long-term uses, own properties or 
permanently develop sites, but to generate 
activity in buildings until longer term usage of 
the building is determined. 

6.C EFFORTS TO RECRUIT NEW 
EVENTS TO YOUR CITY
Newcastle has made event acquisition for the 
city and Hunter region a priority. This highly 
focused strategy has been part of the reason that 
Newcastle has rebranded the city with the slogan 
‘See Change’. The aim is to position Newcastle 
as a cosmopolitan, modern, viable and attractive 
tourism and event destination. 

Attracting new events to the region and/or 
improving current ones will increase civic unity and 
tourism opportunities. Newcastle is determined 
to be a centre of excellence for executing events 
of all types and sizes and to position the city 
and the region against regional and metropolitan 
competitor destinations.

Examples of events actively recruited to Newcastle 
include:

•	 	2015	International	Symposium	of	Spermatology

•	 7th	Australasian	Masonry	Conference	

•	 	22nd	Annual	SMBE	Country	Technicians	
Training Seminar

•	 City	versus	Country	Rugby

•	 World	Touch	Football

•	 Gideons	Convention

•	 Lions	Convention

•	 The	Pacific	Coast	Pro

•	 	Netball	Test	Matches	featuring	 
Australian Netball Team.

6.A SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
As outlined in section 4.I, Newcastle and the 
Hunter have a broad range of educational facilities 
that provide extensive skills training at all levels in 
festivals and event management.

Every event staged in Newcastle is building skills 
and experience, contributing to the city’s positive 
brand image.

6.B A FESTIVAL AND EVENT 
SHARED RESOURCE PROGRAM
•  Newcastle Tourism Industry Group (NTIG) – 

www.ntig.org.au is Newcastle’s local tourism 
association, bringing Newcastle operators from 
tourism, accommodation, function venues, 
transport, tours, attractions, events and 
restaurants together. The organisation’s website 
allows members to gain access to information, 
expertise and experience that can help develop 
tourism opportunities or solve issues, through 
monthly networking forums, monthly newsletter 
and project teams.
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Newcastle Conference and Meetings Planner

May 2012 saw the first Newcastle Conference and 
Meetings Planner be released by the Newcastle 
Tourism Industry Group and the Newcastle 
Convention Bureau. The planner is an invaluable 
tool for industry professionals, outlining conference 
facilities, capabilities and options. Newcastle’s 
facilities are expanding, and will continue to do so 
as the 2030 strategic plan is executed.

This is a direct link to an online version of 
Newcastle’s Conference and Meetings Planner.17 
http://beta.newcastleconventionbureau.com.au/
flipbook/index.html - /1/ 

New Infrastructure 

Groups of local business people are currently 
working on a funding plan and the designing of 
a beach boardwalk that would be the largest in 
the State.

In addition, discussions are underway with 
the State Government on Newcastle possibly 
bidding for a World Expo and /or building a new 
Convention and Exhibition Centre.

The citizens of Newcastle are pro-active, “can do” 
people always looking for the next big thing!

6.D OTHER CREATIVE 
ENDEAVOURS
Newcastle 2030

Newcastle 2030 is the city’s long-term community 
strategic plan comprising seven interrelated 
strategic directions aimed at meeting the social, 
economic, environmental and civic goals required 
to make Newcastle a resilient city, adaptable to 
the challenges and changes of the future. A central 
element of the plan is its events strategy to make 
Newcastle a viable and attractive location to host 
conferences, festivals and events. 

17 http://beta.newcastleconventionbureau.com.au/flipbook/index.html#/1 
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Appendices
Image: Merewether Beach, home of Surfest and the iconic Mark Richards Pro
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SECTION 1.D: TOURIST ACCOMMODATION PROFILE

This profile provides a summary of published data and information on tourist accommodation in this Local Government Area (LGA).

SUMMARY OF HOTELS/MOTELS/SERVICED APARTMENTS WITH 15 OR MORE ROOMS 
Newcastle Hunter (TR)*

Number of establishments 23 99 1,398
(at September 30, 2011)

Number of rooms 1,381 4,354 70,459
(at September 30, 2011)

Room occupancy rate 68.8% 59.1% 65.9%
(average over 12 months ending Sept 30, 2011)

Room rate (average cost of rooms occupied) $155 $149 $161
(average over 12 months ending September 30, 2011)

SUMMARY OF CARAVAN PARKS Newcastle Hunter (TR)*

Number of establishments 1 24 501
(at June 30 2010)

Number of on-site vans n/a 316 7,717
(at June 30 2010)

Number of cabins/flats/units/villas n/a 801 13,228
(at June 30 2010)

Total capacity (including other sites) n/a 3,079 74,868
(at June 30 2010)

Site occupancy rate n/a 69.4% 59.3%
(average over 12 months ending June 2010)

SUMMARY OF RENTED HOLIDAY HOMES/UNITS Newcastle Hunter (TR)*

Number n/a n/a 9,118
(at June 30 2010)

Unit occupancy rate n/a n/a 34.9%
(average over 12 months ending June 2010)

SUMMARY OF VISITOR HOSTELS Newcastle Hunter (TR)*

Number of establishments 3 4 94
(at June 30 2010)

Bed Occupancy rate n/a 48.2% 57.5%
(average over 12 months ending June 2010)

* TR = Tourism Region.

Source:  Australian Bureau of Statistics, Survey of Tourist Accommodation 

Notes: Most recent available data is used in this summary as noted for each item above.  

Area", "NSW Get Data" and the "+" sign for a clickable list of all LGAs in NSW).
(See: http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/nrpmaps.nsf/NEW+GmapPages/national+regional+profile?opendocument and click on "Local Government
The mapped location of the LGA (as well as data for previous years on accommodation establishments) is available in the "LGA Profile" from the ABS

ABS ceased collecting information on hotels with less than 15 rooms, caravan parks, holiday homes/units and visitor hostels in June 2010 but it is expected 
that a private company, STR Global will commence collecting equivalent data for hotels with less than 15 rooms, caravan parks and visitor hostels in 2012, to 
be published through Tourism Research Australia.

New South Wales

New South Wales

New South Wales

New South Wales

Further information on the number and type of visitors is available on a separate product (see www.destinationnsw.com.au/LocalAreaProfiles)

NEWCASTLE Local Government Area 
Tourist Accommodation Profile 
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SECTION 1.G: NEWCASTLE HOTELS

Newcastle Hotels Rooms Beds

Inner City

Ibis Newcastle 98 196

Chifley 71 98

Quest 64 224

Grand Mecure 61 298

The Sebel 88 168

Crown Plazza 175 270

Noah’s Quality Inn 91 91

The Clarendon 20 20

The Travelodge 130 393

Boulevard on Beaumont 32 39

Bimet Lodge 30 120

Novocastrian 47 94

Central

Executive Inn 134 200

Gateway Inn 76 100

Basketball Stadium 6 62

Apollo 94 200

Newcastle Hotels Rooms Beds

Western

University Dorms* 960

Newcastle Executive Apartments 260 660

Formula One 

Northern

Stockton Tourist Park 21 126

Port Stephens 2604 8343

Southern

Lake Macquarie 1105

Hunter

Maitland 370 500
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SECTION 1.I: PARKING MAP

Great Place, Great Lifestyle, Great Future

No Parking 
Vehicles may stop for up 
to two minutes to deliver or 
pick up goods, or to drop off 
or pick up passengers. 
The driver must remain 

within three metres of the vehicle 
while stopped in these zones.

Loading Zone
For use by vehicles primarily 
designed for carrying goods. 
These zones are designed 
for dropping off and 
collecting passengers and/or 

goods. A time limit of 15 minutes 
applies to station-wagons and 30 
minutes to commercial vehicles.

No Stopping 
Indicated by a ‘No Stopping’ 
sign and/or a single yellow 
line at the kerb. Vehicles 
must not stop in a ‘No 
Stopping’ zone at any time.

Bus Zones 
Vehicles other than buses 
must not stop in a Bus Zone 
at any time. For use by 
buses only. 

Work Zones 
No parking is 
permitted unless 
engaged in 
construction work in 
or near the work zone.

Mobility Parking 
Scheme
Accessible Parking 
Zones are provided 
to assist mobility 
impaired people to 
conveniently access all areas of 
the City. Please contact the RTA 
on 13 22 13 for details of 
parking concessions available 
to RTA Mobility Parking Scheme 
Permit holders.

Clearways
Clearway conditions 

operate on some 

busy streets to 

improve safety and 

traffic flow during 

peak travel times. Drivers are not 

permitted to set down or pick up 

passengers in Clearways, even 

when stopped at traffic lights. 

P5 (5 minutes), 1/4P (15 minutes), 
1/2P (30 minutes) 
•  Short-term parking areas are designed to accommodate the

needs of local businesses and short-term visitors to the City.

•  Please adhere to the limits indicated to avoid the risk of
receiving an infringement notice.

•  Time limits apply only within the hours and days indicated on

each sign.

1P, 2P, 4P and 10P Parking
•  Parking is permitted for up to: one (1P), two (2P), four (4P) 

or ten (10P) hours.

•  These parking zones require payment if the words ‘TICKET’
or ‘METER’ are displayed on the sign. This also indicates
which type of parking machine is used in the zone.

•  Time limits and payment requirements apply only within the
hours and days indicated on each sign. 

Resident Parking Zones
These zones give residents the opportunity to obtain on-street parking in 
the vicinity of their home.

•  Residents can apply for a permit, which entitles them to free, unrestricted 
parking within designated zones in their residential precinct.

•  Applications for Residential Parking Permits are available at the City 

Administrations Centre and Council operated parking stations.

•  Drivers of all other vehicles are subject to the 
parking restriction period (usually 2 hours) shown 
on the parking signs.

•  Resident parking signs contain the words ‘Permit Holders
Excepted’ and the residential parking precinct number.

Q
A

What do the signs mean?
There are many different kerbside signs, which may seem 
confusing at first. The following information will help you 
to identify the types of signs and to understand general 
parking regulations in Newcastle.

Further information on road signage and road safety is available 
from the Roads & Traffic Authority (RTA) on 13 22 13.
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SECTION 1.J: CYCLING MAP 
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SECTION 1.K: TRAVEL TO NEWCASTLE 

 
 

Travel to Newcastle Local Government Area 
Four year average annual to September 2011 
 
 

Sources: National Visitor Survey & International Visitor Survey, YE Sep 08 to YE Sep 11, Tourism Research Australia www.destinationnsw.com.au 
 Page 1 of 2 

62.8%

37.2%

Nights

Overview 

 

 

 

Domestic Overnight Travel 

 

Domestic Overnight Travel (cont) 

 

Key measures NSW
Total visitors (overnight & daytrips) ('000) 73,759

Total nights ('000) 142,271

Total spend ($million) 1 $23,592

Newcastle
3,552

3,872

$728

27.1%

70.5%

2.4%

Visitors

Domestic overnight Domestic daytrips International

52.2%
33.2%

14.7%

Expenditure

Key measures NSW
Visitors ('000) 23,482

Nights ('000) 79,847

Average stay (nights) 3.4

Spend ($million) 1 $12,487

Spend per visitor ($) $532

Spend per night ($) $156

Purpose of visit (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Holiday 240 25.0% 43.9%

Visiting friends and relatives 459 47.8% 35.0%

Business 199 20.7% 17.5%

Other 63 6.5% 5.3%

Purpose of visit (nights) ( '000) % NSW %

Holiday 536 22.1% 49.3%

Visiting friends and relatives 1,254 51.6% 33.0%

Business 442 18.2% 12.8%

Other 198 8.1% 4.6%

Top 3 transport types (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Private or company vehicle 733 76.4% 77.2%

Air transport 147 15.3% 16.6%

Railway 66 6.9% 3.7%

$156

Newcastle
962

2,430

2.5

$380

$395

Origin (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %
Regional NSW 392 40.8% 39.7%

Sydney 354 36.8% 28.6%

Total intrastate 748 77.7% 68.3%

Victoria 60 6.2% 11.5%

Queensland 105 11.0% 11.0%

ACT 17 1.7% 5.0%

Other interstate 32 3.4% 4.1%

Total interstate 214 22.3% 31.7%

Origin (nights) ( '000) % NSW %

Regional NSW 942 38.8% 35.5%

Sydney 729 30.0% 26.6%

Total intrastate 1,675 68.9% 62.2%

Victoria 175 7.2% 13.9%

Queensland 388 16.0% 13.3%

ACT 40 1.6% 4.2%

Other interstate 152 6.3% 6.4%

Total interstate 755 31.1% 37.8%

Top 5 activities undertaken (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Visit friends and relatives 537 55.9% 47.0%

Eat out at restaurants 505 52.5% 56.3%

Go shopping for pleasure 219 22.8% 26.3%

Pubs clubs discos etc 176 18.3% 22.0%

General sight seeing 171 17.8% 26.6%

Top 5 accommodation types (nights) ( '000) % NSW %

Friends or relatives property 1,293 53.2% 39.1%

Hotel, resort, motel or motor inn 625 25.7% 23.4%

Caravan park or commercial camping ground 101 4.2% 12.4%

Rented house, apartment, flat or unit 97 4.0% 9.9%

Serviced apartment 77 3.2% 2.6%

Travel party (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Alone 267 28.0% 24.4%

Adult couple, no children 255 26.8% 27.6%

Travelling with children 217 22.8% 27.6%

Friends or relatives, no children 140 14.7% 14.1%

Business associates 69 7.2% 4.6%

Other 13 1.3% 1.7%

Age group (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

15 to 24 years 177 18.4% 14.5%

25 to 34 years 172 17.9% 14.0%

35 to 44 years 175 18.2% 21.5%

45 to 54 years 194 20.1% 19.0%

55 to 64 years 134 14.0% 16.6%

65 years and over 109 11.4% 14.4%

Lifecycle grouping (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Single, aged 15 to 44 230 24.0% 17.3%

Couple (no kids), aged 15 to 44 113 11.9% 10.8%

Parent, youngest child aged 14 or less 243 25.4% 28.2%

Parent, youngest child aged 15+ 86 9.0% 10.0%

Working, aged 45+ 139 14.5% 15.0%

Non-working, aged 45+ 148 15.4% 18.4%

 
 

Travel to Newcastle Local Government Area 
Four year average annual to September 2011 
 
 

Sources: National Visitor Survey & International Visitor Survey, YE Sep 08 to YE Sep 11, Tourism Research Australia www.destinationnsw.com.au 
 Page 2 of 2 

Domestic Daytrip Travel 

 
 

Notes and definitions 
(1) The expenditure estimates are derived based on information from Tourism 
Research Australia’s modelled visitor expenditure in Australia’s tourism regions. 
Total LGA expenditure = per night expenditure in the tourism region x number of 
nights in the LGA (note: daytrip expenditure is based on visitors). 

Comparability: Due to changes to local government area definitions and 
methodological aspects, the results in this profile may not be comparable with 
previously published profiles. 

Domestic overnight visitor = an Australian resident, aged 15 and over, who had 
taken a trip within Australia involving a stay away from home for at least one 
night (but no more than 12 months) at a place at least 40 km from home. 

Domestic daytrip visitor = an Australian resident, aged 15 and over, who had 
taken a domestic daytrip involving a round trip for a distance of at least 50km 
and of a duration of at least 4 hours but not involving a night away from home 
(routine travel and same day travel as part of overnight travel are excluded). 

International overnight visitor = an international resident, aged 15 and over, 
who visited Australia for a period of no more than 12 months and stayed at 
least one night in the LGA. 

International Overnight Travel 

 
 
Further information 
Please refer to the following websites for further information on 
-  travel to other local government areas in NSW: 
www.destinationnsw.com.au/LocalAreaProfiles. 
-  tourist accommodation in local government areas in NSW: 
www.destinationnsw.com.au/tourism/research-and-reports. 
-  detailed profiles on travel to tourism regions in NSW: 
www.destinationnsw.com.au/tourism/research-and-reports. 

Key measures NSW
Visitors ('000) 47,504

Spend ($million) 1 $4,902

Spend per visitor ($) $103

Main purpose of trip ( '000) % NSW %

Holiday 963 38.4% 48.7%

Visiting friends and relatives 831 33.2% 30.0%

Business 401 16.0% 10.1%

Other 310 12.4% 11.1%

Top 5 origin markets ('000) % NSW %

Sydney 996 39.8% 42.0%

Hunter 653 26.1% 8.6%

Mid North Coast 388 15.5% 6.9%

Central Coast 355 14.2% 5.9%

South Coast 23 0.9% 7.8%

Top 5 activities undertaken ('000) % NSW %

Eat out at restaurants 1,054 42.1% 43.9%

Visit friends and relatives 949 37.9% 34.6%

Go shopping for pleasure 548 21.9% 21.3%

Go to the beach 281 11.2% 10.2%

General sight seeing 270 10.8% 16.8%

Age group ('000) % NSW %

15 to 24 years 388 15.5% 14.4%

25 to 34 years 334 13.3% 13.4%

35 to 44 years 480 19.2% 19.6%

45 to 54 years 462 18.5% 18.1%

55 to 64 years 424 16.9% 16.8%

65 years and over 416 16.6% 17.7%

Lifecycle grouping ('000) % NSW %

Single, aged 15 to 44 427 17.0% 16.9%

Couple (no kids), aged 15 to 44 185 7.4% 9.1%

Parent, youngest child aged 14 or less 734 29.3% 27.5%

Parent, youngest child aged 15+ 250 10.0% 9.6%

Working, aged 45+ 339 13.5% 13.2%

Non-working, aged 45+ 558 22.3% 23.3%

Newcastle
2,504

$241

$96

Key measures NSW
Visitors ('000) 2,773

Nights ('000) 62,424

Average stay (nights) 22.5

Spend ($million) 1 $6,203

Spend per visitor ($) $2,213

Spend per night ($) $99

Purpose of visit (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Holiday 49 57.6% 56.4%

Visiting friends and relatives 21 24.0% 24.9%

Business 9 10.0% 15.3%

Education 6 6.8% 6.1%

Employment 2 2.0% 1.8%

Other 1 1.2% 3.9%

Top 5 origin markets (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

United Kingdom 18 21.0% 13.3%

USA 11 12.5% 10.6%

New Zealand 8 9.4% 13.3%

Germany 6 7.5% 3.8%

Canada 4 5.2% 2.9%

Top 3 accommodation (nights) ( '000) % NSW %

Rented house / apartment / unit / flat 653 45.3% 40.3%

Home of friend or relative 385 26.7% 27.5%

Educational institution 117 8.1% 3.6%

Top 3 transport types (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Private or company car 27 31.9% 28.4%

Rental car 16 18.8% 6.9%

Long distance train 12 14.0% 3.6%

Travel party (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

Unaccompanied 53 61.8% 57.2%

Adult couple 16 19.2% 21.3%

Friends or relatives 10 11.4% 9.1%

Family group 4 5.0% 8.1%

Business associates 2 2.5% 4.1%

School group np np 0.1%

Age group (visitors) ( '000) % NSW %

15 to 24 years 24 27.8% 18.8%

25 to 34 years 25 28.7% 24.8%

35 to 44 years 11 12.9% 17.4%

45 to 54 years 12 13.6% 17.2%

55 to 64 years 9 10.8% 14.8%

65 years and over 5 6.1% 6.9%

$74

Newcastle
86

1,442

16.8

$107

$1,246
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SECTION 5.C: NEWCASTLE CONVENTION BUREAU TRADE SHOW ACTIVITY

 
 
 
 

 

AIME 2012 
 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  AIME 2012 
 

DATE:  
   

  21 & 22 February 2012 
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre 
 

 

EVENT INFORMATION: 
 

 

NATION IN THE CAPITAL  
 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  Nation In the Capital 
 

DATE:  
   

  29 March 2012 
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  National Convention Centre 
 

 

EVENT INFORMATION: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
AIME 2011 was approximately US$212m which was marginally higher than in 2010.  The key types of business booked 
were: 
• Corporate conference/meeting  
• Incentive  
• Association conference/meeting 
 

Since 2007 Newcastle has been successful in securing six pieces of business from AIME, equating to an approximate 
economic impact of $1.85m (6 events x 250 pax x 3 days x $413). 


 

The Newcastle Convention Bureau (NCB) has been attending AIME for 16 years 
either independently or as part of a regional campaign.   
 

Now in its 20th year, AIME is considered the must attend event in the Asia-Pacific 
region bringing together a host of Exhibitors, Hosted Buyers and Visitors from 
around the world to Melbourne. 
 

AIME 2011included 850 Exhibitors (444 Australia. 275 Asia, 80 international & 48 
NZ / Pacific), 429 Hosted Buyers and over  3,400 audited Visitors with 65% 
stating that they expected to place business with Australian Exhibitors as a result 
of their attendance. 
 

The estimated value of the business generated as a result of exhibiting at  
 

 

Nation in the Capital 2012 is a new event and provides an innovative approach 
to showcasing event venues, products and destinations from around Australia 
to the coveted Canberra market, this market includes Commonwealth 
Government, Not-For-Profit (NFP) and Peak Industry buyers in the process of 
determining how and where to stage their next major event.  
 

Nation in the Capital 2012 provides the opportunity to connect with these 
buyers and pitch destination Newcastle in a vibrant, visual and verbal format. 
 

The event organiser, National Promotions Australia Group (NPAG) has been in 
the marketing business for more than 25 years and being Canberra based, the 
majority of their long term clients are Government, Not-For-Profits and peak 
industry bodies.   
 NPAG reports that many of these buyers are frustrated by the lack of a Canberra trade-show where they can source and compare 

Australia-wide destinations, event products and services. For this reason, Nation in the Capital 2012 is geared to address this 
short fall and has been met with great enthusiasm from NPAG’s client base which includes but is not limited to: 
• Procurement Managers 
• PR Professionals 
• Marketing Managers 
• Event Coordinators 
• Executive Assistants 

 
 
 
 

 

 

UNIVERSITY SHOWCASE  
 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  University Showcase   
 

DATE:  
   

  1 x day event in mid June 2012 
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  Isabella’s at Newcastle University 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

QANTAS CORPORATE TRAVEL SHOW BRISBANE    
 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  Qantas Corporate Travel Show (QCTS) 
 

DATE:  
   

  1 x day event in July 2012 
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  Brisbane – Location TBC    
 

 

EVENT INFORMATION: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The 2012 University will be the 5th consecutive year of providing University staff 
access to Newcastle BE product in the one place at the one time. 
 

The University Showcase continues to be a popular event from both an 
exhibitor and delegate perspective. 
 

In 2011, the Showcase served as a platform to conduct the first launch of the 
Newcastle brand to the BE market and was received in an extremely positive 
light.  The Showcase consisted of 13 exhibitors and 3 brochure partners. 
Invitations were sent to a database of 500 University personnel with 65 
delegates attending on the day of the event.  

From post event follow-up it is believed that the majority of exhibitors have formed key relationships with selected University  
personnel and have confirmed substantial pieces of business as a direct result. 
 

In 2012, there will be a maximum of 17 exhibitors and spaces will be allocated on a first in first served basis.  A prize donation 
will also be required from each exhibitor to form part of the prize draw on the day of the event. 

 

NCB commenced attending QCTS’s as an exhibitor in 2010 as this forum 
provides the opportunity to have direct access to key organisations and 
individuals to promote Newcastle and its products to both the business and leisure 
market including: 

 

• Corporate travellers 
• Procurement managers 
• Travel bookers 
• Key corporate executives and travel decision makers 
• Travel coordinators - includes association, corporate and government staff who 
regularly manage travel arrangements 
• Travel agents 

 
In 2011, NTIG & NCB used QCTS as an opportunity to launch the Newcastle Brand with much success.  A database of over 
one hundred qualified contacts was collected from the above listed markets and distributed to those operators that 
participated in the event. 
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ASSOCIATIONS FORUM    
 

 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  Associations Forum 
 

DATE:  
   

  25th & 26th July 2012 
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  Brisbane Convention Centre 
 

 

EVENT INFORMATION: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

QANTAS CORPORATE TRAVEL SHOW CANBERRA 
 

 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  Qantas Corporate Travel Show (QCTS) 
 

DATE:  
   

  2 x day event in August 2012 
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  Canberra – National Convention Centre 
 

 

EVENT INFORMATION: 

Associations Forum Pty Ltd is a commercial memberbased business which 
facilitates the sharing of knowledge, information and experience among 
notforprofit organisations. Associations Forum commenced in 2004 and 
since then has grown to over 400 member organisations around Australia, 
comprising associations, charities, institutes, clubs and societies as well as 
supplier members. 
 
The Associations Forum is not a trade show in isolation but rather a 
conference made up of plenary and concurrent sessions, social events and 
trade area. The conference attracts 350400 delegates from a cross section 
of associations, charities, institutes, clubs, and societies. 

 

Representatives of these organisations are likely to be mainly Senior Management, with some Board Directors in attendance 
as well. Positions held by past delegates include Chief Executive Officer, Membership Manager, General Manager, Finance 
Manager, Marketing and Communications Manager, Event Manager, President and Committee Member. 
 

Exhibiting at this event in 2011 proved successful with a database of over 200 including 44 contacts showing interest in 
Newcastle as a BE destination.

NCB commenced attending QCTS’s as an exhibitor in 2010 as this forum 
provides the opportunity to have direct access to key organisations and 
individuals to promote Newcastle and its products to both the business and leisure 
market including: 

 

• Corporate travellers 
• Procurement managers 
• Travel bookers 
• Key corporate executives and travel decision makers 
• Travel coordinators - includes association, corporate and government staff who 
regularly manage travel arrangements 
• Travel agents 

 
In 2011, NTIG & NCB used QCTS as an opportunity to launch the Newcastle Brand with much success.  A database of over 
one hundred and eighty qualified contacts was collected from the above listed markets and distributed to those operators that 
participated in the event. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

ABEE 
 

 

OPPORTUNITY: 
 

 

  ABEE 
 

DATE:  
   

  15th & 16th August 2012       
 

 

VENUE: 
   

  Sydney – Sydney Convention Centre      
 

 
EVENT INFORMATION: 

 
 

The Australian Business Events Expo is the market place for business events in 
Australia and provides a two-day tradeshow that brings together buyers and 
sellers who provide products, people, destinations and services that are integral to 
delivering business events and conferences held around Australia.  
 
ABEE delegates relevant to BE in Newcastle include:  Association/Society, 
Charity, Corporate Meeting Planner, Education/Training, Event Management 
Company, Exhibition Organiser, Government and Professional Conference 
Organiser’s. 
 
Attendance at ABEE 2011 as an Exhibitor proved successful with 132 contacts 
and 4 immediate hot leads. 

SECTION 5.C: NEWCASTLE CONVENTION BUREAU TRADE SHOW ACTIVITY
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 BUY-IN OPTIONS 
 

 
 

TIER 1 & 2 - NTIG MEMBERS 
 

 

 

OPTION 1 – GREAT VALUE OFFER 
 

 

INCLUSIONS 
 

COST 
 

 

At the following trade events: 
• AIME  
• Nation in the Capital  
• QCTS Brisbane & Canberra  
• Associations Forum  
• ABEE 

You receive the following: 
• A designated property folder on all Newcastle USB’s with your choice of information for 

delegate distribution  
• Inclusion in ‘Newcastle Special Offers’ promotional flyer (hard & soft copy) for delegate 

distribution. 
• A copy of contact / lead database post show 

In addition to being an exhibitor at the University Showcase that includes: 
• A table stand  
• A designated property folder on all Newcastle USB’s with your choice of information for 

delegate distribution  
• Inclusion in ‘Newcastle Special Offers’ promotional flyer (hard & soft copy) for delegate 

distribution. 
• A copy of contact / lead / post show 

 

 
$2,500.00 + gst 
 
 

 
 

TIER 1 & 2 - NTIG MEMBERS 
 

 

 

OPTION 2 – INDIVIDUAL RATES 
 

 

INCLUSIONS 
 

COST 
 

 

AIME  
 
 

 

$600.00 + gst 
 

 

Nation in the Capital  
 
 

 

$600.00 + gst 
 

 

QCTS Brisbane 
 
 

 

$600.00 + gst 
 

QCTS Canberra  
 
 

 

$600.00 + gst 
 

Associations Forum  
 
 

 

$600.00 + gst 
 

ABEE 
 
 

 

$600.00 + gst 
 

Note:  For each of the above events you choose to buy-in to you will receive the following: 
• A designated property folder on all Newcastle USB’s with your choice of information for delegate distribution  
• Inclusion in ‘Newcastle Special Offers’ promotional flyer (hard & soft copy) for delegate distribution. 
• A copy of contact / lead database post show 

 
 

University Showcase 
Includes:   

• Table stand at the University Showcase  
• A designated property folder on all Newcastle USB’s with your choice of information 

for delegate distribution  
• Inclusion in ‘Newcastle Special Offers’ promotional flyer (hard & soft copy) for delegate 

distribution. 
• A copy of contact / lead / post show 
 

 
$700.00 + gst 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

TIER 1 & 2 - NTIG MEMBERS 
 

 

 

PARTICIPATION FORM 
 

 
I WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: 

 
 

ACTIVITY 
 

 

COST 
 

 

PARTICIPATION 
(please circle) 

 

 
Great Rate Offer including –  

• AIME  
• Nation in the Capital  
• QCTS Brisbane & Canberra  
• Associations Forum  
• ABEE 
• University Showcase Exhibitor 

 

 
$2,500.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
AIME 
 

 
$600.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
Nation In The Capital 
 

 
$600.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
QCTS Brisbane & Canberra 
 

 
$600.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
Association Forum 
 

 
$600.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
ABEE 
 

 
$600.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
University Showcase Exhibitor 
 

 
$700.00 + gst 

 
Yes     /       No 

 
OR 
 
I DO NOT WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN ANY OF THE ABOVE ACTIVITIES (please tick box)    
 
 
NAME:   ________________________________________________________ 
 
SIGNATURE:  ________________________________________________________ 
 
ORGANISATION: ________________________________________________________ 
 
DATE:   ________________________________________________________ 
 

 
PLEASE E-MAIL OR FAX BACK TO: 

gmurphy@ncc.nsw.gov.au 
F:  4974 2803 

BY COB FRIDAY 27th JANUARY 2012 

 

SECTION 5.C: NEWCASTLE CONVENTION BUREAU TRADE SHOW ACTIVITY
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SECTION 6.F: THE SEVEN STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS OF NEWCASTLE 2030

4. A Caring and Inclusive Community

In 2030, Newcastle will be a thriving community 
where diversity is embraced, everyone is values 
and has the opportunity to contribute, belong 
and be supported. Importance will be placed on 
mental, physical and spiritual health to overall 
wellbeing. An important aspect of Newcastle 
being a liveable community is high level of 
engagement from participation in social activities, 
to volunteering, civic participation in community 
planning and the political process. The aspect 
of Newcastle being a creative and culturally rich 
community will be built upon, especially in regards 
to the city’s Indigenous heritage.

5. A Liveable and Distinctive Built Environment

Newcastle will be built as an attractive and 
productive city based around the residents, 
with an integrated transport network connecting 
the city, harbour, foreshore and beaches. The 
infrastructure renewal will increase place meaning 
among residents. Mixed-use urban villages with 
active community venues and local retail shops 
will reduce Newcastle’s urban sprawl. To meet 
the needs of the residents, a greater diversity of 
quality housing will be developed. Buildings and 
infrastructures will reflect sound sustainability 
principles, providing increased energy and water 
efficiency across the board. 

6. A Smart and Innovative City

Newcastle will be a diverse and resilient green 
economy, built on educational excellence, 
attracting investment and sustainable enterprises. 
The culture will inspire creative development, 
nurturing and celebrating artistic and intellectual 
expression of ideas. Through a strong local 
economy, Newcastle will be thriving, attracting 
people to live, work, invest and visit. Tourism will 
be encouraged, and promoted through Newcastle’s 
unique heritage, culture and natural environment. 
Newcastle will be at the forefront of renewable 
energy innovations, potentially creating competitive 
advantages for the city with the development of 
new technologies and services.

7. Open and Collaborative Leadership

In 2030, Newcastle will have a strong local 
democracy with an actively engaged community 
and effective partnerships. Leadership for the 
Newcastle region will be transparent, open, 
inclusive, accountable, fair and democratic, 
fostering ethical decision-making. There will be 
collaboration between residents and government 
regarding local planning and decision-making. 
Newcastle Council’s organisational goals will be to 
identify areas of improvement to improve efficiency 
and effectiveness. 

1. A Connected City

In 2030, transport networks and services will 
be well connected and convenient, increasing 
Newcastle’s liveability. Land-use planning needs 
to encourage people to use sustainable modes of 
transport, reducing the regions carbon footprint. 

2. Vibrant and Activated Public Places

Newcastle envisions neighbourhoods that foster 
social inclusion and inter-generational interaction, 
promoting health, happiness and wellbeing. Places 
must be vibrant, meaningful, engaging, safe and 
accessible by all, increasing place meaning and 
identity. Access and enjoyment of Newcastle’s 
foreshore and coastline without causing damage 
is an important aspect. The historic and cultural 
aesthetics makes Newcastle unique. 

3. Protected and Enhanced Environment

Newcastle’s unique environment is valued by the 
community, and will be understood, maintained 
and protected during this action plan, enhancing 
the city’s natural attributes, biodiversity and 
ecosystems. Addressing vulnerability to climate 
change and building resilience by responding to 
environmental risks (flooding, coastal erosion) 
enhances sustainability. Sustainable waste 
management reduces Newcastle’s use of natural 
resources by re-use and recycling. Reducing 
energy consumption and increasing renewable 
energy use builds a resilient community, fostering 
sustainable development. 




